CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

In this opportunity, the researcher wants to give the conclusion of the research studies that was written from the starting until finishing. According with the theme chosen by the researcher that "Robert Langdon's conflicts to retain his good image in The Da Vinci Code". Selection of this theme is the interest of researcher to the character of Professor Robert Langdon who have good image that suddenly face problems that can ruin all of the good image he has.

In The Da Vinci Code Novel, Robert Langdon is the main character who has a good character, like Brilliant Man, Gentle, Kind, Humble and the Hero man as described by researcher in the chapter three, from the some of that good characters, the researcher concluded that Robert Langdon has good image in the eyes of national and international public.

Robert Langdon face problems that undermine his good image is not in his own country, but in other people's countries. At that time Robert Langdon who attended the invitation to be a speaker at one of the renowned university in France. with some of the strong evidence, French police summon Robert Langdon for the interrogation as the main suspect in the murder of the famous curator Jacques Sauniere. In the summons, Robert Langdon did not know that he was called by the
police as the prime suspect but as a symbolog needed expertise to reveal a secret message Jacques Sauniere.

When Sophie came and explained to Langdon about all of his involvement in the murder of Jacques Sauniere made she confused and does not know what he should do, especially when Sophie invites to escape from arrest that will made French police. Although Sophie sure to escape and ask for helping to the US ambassador is the best way to save Langdon from French police arrest, but according to Langdon, escape only makes the problem more severe. Because Sophie the French and she knows more about the laws that exist in her country. Finally Sophie considerations into decisions taken by Langdon to escape and asked for help from the US embassy.

The decision to escape from the French police was not in accordance with what they planned, the US embassy has been surrounded by French police so that they cannot get into. However, the situation does not make them desperate, they continued their escape with the finding another safe place to get the evidence that a secret message written Jacques Sauniere was not his last attempt to show who is the murderer but Jacques Sauniere wanted Langdon to help Sophie to find and understanding a thing who wants to be given to the grandson of Jacques Sauniere, namely Sophie.

Runaway Robert Langdon as the prime suspect in a murder case, makes the whole French media give negative news to Robert Langdon. so that the good image that has been owned by Robert Langdon in the eyes of the French public was lost.
Thus Robert Langdon must be able to prove he is innocent to retain his good image in the eyes of the public, if he fails to prove that he is innocent, so the good image that had been attached to him would be lost because he would be labeled as a killer. In addition to Langdon had to find evidence that he is innocent he should escape the French police, so that Langdon had to struggle loudly to retain the good image of Langdon.

After the news of fugitive of Robert Langdon widespread, Langdon conflict faced Langdon is not only with the French police but also with the French public, because people who saw Langdon will immediately tell to police about whereabouts Langdon or they will catch themselves and handed to the police. André Vernet president of the Paris branch of the Depository Bank of Zurich who affected by the news of media about Langdon, he also became an opponent the conflict of Langdon, when Langdon and Sophie took the possessions of Jacques Sauniere from his bank.

After a conflict with André Vernet insurmountable. Langdon get very heavy opponent conflict and unexpected enemy. Leigh Teabing, Langdon old friend who wanted him to ask for help turned out enemies in a blanket. friend who is behind all the conflicts and problems faced Langdon. Langdon conflict with Leigh Teabing different from previous conflicts faced Langdon. Langdon previously encountered conflicts are conflicts visible, although Langdon could not understand that he was called French police not as syimbolog but as the prime suspect in a murder case but could save Langdon Sophie presence from trap of Fache (DCPJ).
In contrast to the conflicts faced Langdon with Leigh Teabing, Langdon and Sophie are both stuck in the game Leigh Teabing, they do not feel that the cause of the problems that they face sourced from Leigh Teabing, so Leigh Teabing easily perform skits in front of Langdon and Sophie. Conflict several times almost made Langdon lost his life. turned out to be give positive impact to the problems faced Langdon. French police that giving chase to Langdon, forcing police raided the house of Teabing, so the police get some evidence that Teabing is a person who is behind all of this the murder. The exposure all of the crimes committed Teabing only reinforce the good image of both owned Langdon.

Langdon escape attempt to find evidence that he was not guilty was not in vain, escape mediates the discovery of the crime committed Teabing. crime that will not be known by anyone if Langdon did not visit his home and will not be disclosed if Langdon did not fugitive French police. Leigh Teabing makes a good image of Robert Langdon becomes damaged and Leigh Teabing also makes a good image in the eyes of the public increasingly visible Langdon. Thus the truth and evil, eventually would have known through intermediaries that the Lord gave to all of us. Amen.